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1. Summary of achievements  

 
A brief history:  
RX Radio officially began operations on November 1st, 2016 under the wing of the Red Cross 
Children’s Hospital Facility Board and supported by the Children’s Hospital Trust. The station is 
now a registered Non-Profit Company under the Companies and Intellectual Property 
Commission and will start operating as such early next year in 2019.  
 
Who we are:  
RX Radio is a radio station run by and for children operating from the Red Cross War Memorial 
Children’s Hospital. It is the first radio in the world to involve child reporters broadcasting from 
within a hospital. So far 76 young reporters (ages 4 to 18) have participated in RX Radio 
training, 66% patients at Red Cross and 34% siblings or friends. A team of five staff, volunteers 
and former reporters (ages 18+) work behind the scenes to train, coordinate, and support the 
reporters – but the children are always behind the microphones and are active participants in 
the production as they design their own shows, choose the music, invite guests, write interview 
questions, and even plan fundraising events. 
 
What we do:  
On weekdays, RX Radio broadcasts repeat and pre-recorded shows from 10:00 – 22:00 and on 
weekends from 09:00 to 21:00. Every second and last Saturday of the month we broadcast live 
shows from 09:00 – 15:00, then from 15:00 – 21:00 we play pre-recorded shows and music in 
between.  
The station transmits audio and a live webcam through the hospital’s internal television system 
to all wards and public spaces in the hospital. We also live-stream the same content on our 
website and app, and frequently update our social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram).  
Magazine-format shows consist of music, interviews, stories, news, weather, traffic and sport 
updates. Children in the hospital can also participate in the shows through song requests, 
dedications, live games and prize giveaways by calling or interacting with our social media.  
To become an RX Radio reporter, children first complete basic training: a week of workshops 
about important life skills (e.g. listening, storytelling), radio reporting and production skills. At 
the end of the week, children produce a five-minute audio-visual “radio diary” where they tell a 
story of their choice, and many narrate their experiences in hospital.  
After basic training, they have the choice to become an official RX Radio reporter. They can then 
participate in ongoing advanced radio training (workshops facilitated by staff and guest 
facilitators from a variety of fields) to become well-rounded reporters.  Training also occurs 
during the live shows and pre-recorded shows. Each time a child/young reporter prepares for 
her/ his show or researches the news, weather and sports to be read by a presenter, there is an 
opportunity to ‘learn by doing’ and to put into practice the knowledge and skills acquired during 
the workshops under the support and supervision of the RX Radio staff.  
 
We strive to  
 Provide a safe platform for children to express themselves on issues that are important to 

them; 
 Improve children’s experiences of hospital and of their illness; 
 Contribute to the healing process; 
 Increase adult understanding of children’s experiences of chronic illness/hospital; 
 Inform improved health worker and hospital practice; 
 Produce quality audio programmes by children and for children. 
 Build lifelong skills of the child/young reporters 
 Facilitate intergenerational dialogue between children patients, families and health workers 
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Measuring the impact:  

An exploratory qualitative study from Stellenbosch University provides support for the RX Radio 

model as a tool that positively contributes to patients’ lives. For child reporters, participation in 

the program builds self-esteem, confidence, communication and social skills – all of which 

transfer into other spheres (e.g. school performance and career training). Audience research has 

found that for child listeners, the program improves mood, provides entertainment, calms fears 

about illness and hospital, and introduces positive role models. Since engaging with RX Radio 

content, many health workers have reported increased awareness and understanding of 

children’s needs in the face of chronic illness. RX Radio is becoming a tool to improve 

intergenerational dialogue among patients, families, and health workers. Future research will 

measure how RX Radio contributes to the healing process. 

 

Increasing our reach 

The Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) has put a moratorium on 

the issuing of community radio licenses since 2015, so RX Radio has not yet been able to 

broadcast over FM frequencies, but the station will apply for an FM license once the moratorium 

is lifted.   

RX Radio continues to work to increase its reach through streaming online and through its 

social media presence. We are now exploring zero-rate access to data with service providers so 

that listeners would be able to access the internet for free when listening to RX Radio. 

RX Radio is actively pursuing content syndication with community, commercial and public 

broadcasters and we are in the process of developing a podcast platform for our listenership. 

RX Radio is partnering with the WC Provincial Department of Health to increase the reach of our 

broadcasts in other hospitals. In 2019, we are starting a pilot program with Paarl Hospital. By 

2021, we plan to reach another four hospitals with paediatric wards in the Western Cape. The 

vision for the future is to reach every hospital with a paediatric ward in South Africa. 

 

The Journey 

The last two years has been an amazing and exciting journey. Much has been achieved during 

this time through arduous work and commitment. RX Radio’s achievements go beyond the 

initial expected outputs and outcomes for the initiative. 

 

What follows is a summary of the key achievements: 

RX Radio is a world first 

According to independent research and three literature reviews, we are the first children’s 

hospital radio station in the world involving trained child/young reporters (patients, siblings 

and friends) broadcasting from within a hospital. 

Young, diverse, committed and skill team 

We have a young, diverse, committed and qualified team. The team members work hard to 

make sure that everything is running as smooth as possible while also ensuring that the Young 

and Child Reporters’ voices are kept at the forefront.  There is great team camaraderie, and 

everyone is focused on doing the very best for the station. 

 

Succession planning 

We have a plan in place for the succession of the station. Noluyolo Ngomani, the current Senior 

Content Producer will become the Station Manager towards the end of 2021. During 2019, she 

will be doing a BPub Admin Honours Programme at Stellenbosch University. During 2020, she 
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will be given the opportunity to shadow Gabriel and act as Station Manager with his support 

and supervision. 

 

Quality and professionalism 

RX Radio has developed an organizational culture that holds high standards of professionalism 

and quality control. We do not cut corners or compromise on the quality of our organizational 

processes, participatory approaches and media productions. 

 

Strong links and networks 

During the last two years, RX Radio has managed to develop strong links and networks with a 

variety of individuals, organizations and institutions from different fields such as media, health, 

development, advocacy, children’s rights, research, and business – to name a few that have 

proved to be invaluable in helping the team to successfully establish and implement our 

programme.  Because of our performance and achievements, we are regarded as a unique, 

respected and credible organization.  

 

Register as a Non-Profit-Company (NPC) 

We have been operating under the RXWMCH Facility Board since we started in November 2016. 

Now we have become a small local organization registered as a Non-Profit-Company named RX 

Radio SA and we will start operating as such at the beginning of next year, 2019.   

 

We are changing lives and we can prove it 

As discussed above, research shows that the station is positively impacting in the lives of the 

hospital community, including child reporters and families, the hospitalized children, health 

professionals and the general hospital staff. RX Radio is committed to continue doing relevant 

research to measure impact, to continue commissioning studies to academics, and to continue 

with our internal audience research that inform our production team.  

 

RX Radio developmental role  

We are building lifelong skills in the children/young reporters and supporting them in planning 

their career paths. We have developed an internship program targeting final year media and 

public relations students and an apprenticeship programme for our young reporters that are 

turning 18 years of age or that are not attending school for different personal reasons. 

We are also providing opportunities to the staff to develop their careers further by supporting 

studies and attendance to relevant workshops, conferences and events.  

 

Children’s ownership and participation 

RX Radio strives to be a radio station led by the children themselves. Meaningful participation 

and decision making are key pillars to our programme. The RX Radio staff plays a supporting 

and training role behind the scenes, and continues to help develop the capacity and skills of the 

children to enable them to make informed decisions about the radio station, the content that 

they develop, and their personal lives. Examples of this are the children participating in the 

development of the newly adopted RX Radio Code of Conduct, their involvement in producing 

their own shows and features, and the inclusion of three Young Reporters as Directors on our 

new NPC Board. 

 

Proven child-centred training methodologies 

Training is fundamental for the success of our project. There is an amazing amount of training, 

support and supervision that happens behind the scenes for children to become RX Radio 
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reporters. The methodology that we use was developed over the last 15 years, was tested in a 

variety of different settings, and has been implemented in South Africa and Namibia.  

The methodology used is broadly based on the following: 
 

 A participatory child-centred approach is used as the vehicle through which the needs of 
the ‘whole child’ are addressed. Children are active participants in the learning process.  

 The projects combine child-centred learning and participatory media techniques in its 
approach to advancing children’s rights. 

 The children decide on the issues that they want to address.  
 Training programs are planned and developed based on children’s developmental needs 

and interests. The workshops are based on free play in a stimulating and safe 
environment. The concept of the ‘whole child’ approach ensures that children develop 
physically, emotionally, socially, spiritually and cognitively during exposure to and 
involvement in the workshops. The programmes are intended to consider all of a child’s 
interests and needs during this learning-enriched process.  

 
The children’s basic radio training workshops are mainly facilitated over a period of five days and 
the objectives are as follows: 
 

 developing trust amongst children, and between children and facilitators 
 learning to work in a group 
 developing listening skills 
 developing confidence and assertiveness to speak in public  
 developing the children’s skills in developing oral histories, and narratives  
 exploring what are the most common problems/issues that affect them 
 understanding the concept and meaning of rights 
 creating awareness about children’s rights   
 exploring which personal narratives children would like to tell 
 preparing children for the media workshop process  

 learning communication and interviewing skills 
 learning listening skills, and the role of sound in producing radio 
 learning technical radio production skills, including the use of recording 

equipment and the elements of producing radio programmes 
 recording their personal radio narratives/radio diaries 

 
The power and magic of the mic 

By this we mean the transformation that we often observe when the kids have access to a 
microphone to interview and talk with adults.  Having the mic helps the children to level the 
“power dynamics” that we often see in the communications and interactions between adults and 
children. Usually adults use a top down approach when communicating with children and this 
influences the opportunity that a child has of “speaking back” and “voicing”. Often adults do not 
listen or take seriously what children say. The radio serves as an enabling platform for children 
to voice their own issues and holding the mic gives them the power to engage with adults, 
asking questions and sharing their opinions. 
 
Bringing together the hospital community 

RX Radio is helping to develop a positive environment in the hospital community by providing 

the opportunity and the platform for child patients, families and health professionals to engage 

in an ongoing intergenerational dialogue. Children are being listened to and taken seriously.  
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Improve health care delivery 

Children’s voices are helping to influence the way that health professionals communicate with 

children. Within the hospital environment, adults are starting to question the common 

assumptions that are made about how child patients feel, what they know and understand, what 

they need and what they want. As a result of listening to children’s and families’ voices on the 

radio or podcasts, health professionals are reviewing and changing policies and protocols. A 

good example is the Procedural Pain Podcast produced by RX Radio, in which children and 

parents speak about their perceptions of procedural pain and their advice to health 

professionals on how to minimize it. This podcast has helped to shape the new protocol used by 

health professionals.  

 
Ethical considerations 
For the children involved in the radio, due and proper informed consent processes apply as a 
crucial prerequisite for the children’s participation in the station. RX Radio ensures that all 
caregivers are well informed of the radio’s objectives and activities through meetings and 
workshops so that they can participate and ask questions to enable informed decisions in 
considering the participation of each child in the programme. In addition to consulting with the 
caregivers, children also need to participate in workshops that explain the process and outcomes 
of the project in terms that enable and enhance their own understanding so that they can also 
decide whether they want to participate without coercion. Formal consent forms are signed by 
caregivers and the children.  
 
RX Radio policies 

During these two years, RX Radio has developed, in a participatory manner, the following 

policies: Staff policies, Editorial Guidelines, Inform Consent processes and forms, and a Code of 

Conduct for all RX Radio members. 

 

Media coverage 

RX Radio has managed to attract frequent media coverage by local and national print and 

electronic media during the last two years. Please refer to our media coverage stats. In October 

2018, eTV South African Heroes feature shows RX Radio as a South African Hero and produced 

five short video clips that are being broadcasted during mid-November to mid December 2018 

to a viewership of approximately 8.5 million. The video clips are also available to watch on 

YouTube. 

 

Sustainability 

Sustainability of RX Radio beyond the first two-year period is a key priority for the station and it 

is approached in a holistic way, taking into account the following three main areas: social 

sustainability, institutional sustainability and financial sustainability. All three areas are 

interlinked, but social and institutional sustainability form the foundation for financial 

sustainability. 

Social sustainability refers mainly to children’s participation in the running of the station 

together with a sense of ownership and belonging that children can express. 

Institutional sustainability is about the way the station is run (governance, policies, 

partnerships and training) and the support and buy-in from the hospital community and the 

Provincial Department of Health. 

Financial sustainability refers to the financial resources needed to keep the station running. 

We believe that in this first two years we have been successful in achieving, to a great extent, 

social and institutional sustainability. We have also been successful in partially raising funds for 
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the next three years from the Children’s Hospital Trust and DGMT. We have developed a 

fundraising strategy and we are targeting corporates as well as organizing community 

fundraisers and approaching other foundations such as ELMA to raise funds to make up the 

short fall for our 2019 to 2021. 

Guiding values and principles 

The following guiding values and principles frame the establishment and implementation of RX 
Radio: 
 

 To uphold and promote children’s rights to expression, participation and involvement in 
decision-making as a central element of RX Radio. 

 To promote the concept of the whole child by enabling the child to develop emotionally, 
physically, spiritually, intellectually, creatively and socially. 

 To provide realistic challenges for each child, and in so doing, encouraging critical 
thinking and problem-solving skills. 

 To promote learning through first-hand experience. Children interact with each other and 
the facilitators to find out things for themselves. Training is facilitated through the 
medium of play, artwork, games, free- and guided-experiences and activities. 

 To use an anti-bias approach so that each child is affirmed in her or his own culture, 
religion, language and socio-economic background. 

 To go through a thorough process of informed consent with the children and their 
parents/caregivers participating in the activities of the radio station. 

 To gain the buy-in and ongoing support of parents/caregivers of the children 
participating in the radio as well as the broader hospital community 

 To succeed, the programme requires a shift in paradigm at philosophical, conceptual, 
strategic and functional levels, and which results in the development of a supportive 
environment that protects and enhances the rights of children participating, supported 
by the concept of the whole child and a child-centred approach. 

 

RX Radio has shown to be a powerful tool for communication, advocacy and development and has 
demonstrated the advantages of children’s hospital radio (by and for children) of implementing 
meaningful child participation, such as the following: 
 

 The approach is a hands-on, in which children engage with a specific medium 
 Technical skills are gained by the children 
 There are tangible outputs such as a radio programme, a film, drama, art, etc 
 The media programmes are the vehicles through which children tell their stories 
 Media programmes can be widely distributed to the general public and specific target 

audiences 
 The media programmes can effectively be used as advocacy tools  
 The media programmes provide an opportunity for peer advocacy to other children 
 Media programmes can be designed to promote self-mastery by young children  
 From an educational aspect listening, comprehension, reflection and oral skills (amongst 

other skills) stand to be enhanced through children’s participation in media programmes 
 Skills gained by children participating in the project can be used by them later on in life 

and can help to build their early career pathways and ideas for their life journey  
 

Based on the lessons learned through this journey, the following guidelines for good practice are 
suggested when developing child participatory media initiatives: 
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 Get to know the children that will participate in the project. Understand their context, 
their capacity, motivations, interests and how they perceive issues. 

 
 Project strategies for children’s participation should incorporate and build on supportive 

local structures, traditions, knowledge and practice that involve children. 
 

 Involve children in project design as early as possible. This will help to develop 
ownership, learning and commitment from an early stage. 

 
 All stakeholders should agree on the purpose and benefits of child participation. The 

decision about the level and nature of child participation should involve all project 
stakeholders – including children. 

 
 Assume child capacity and competency to participate. Age-based assumptions could be 

misleading. To some degree, it is important to assume the competency of children to 
participate in and focus on the type of support they need to enable them to participate 
meaningfully. 

 
 Focus on child-centered methodologies and friendly approaches to facilitate 

participation. 
 

 Support adult stakeholders in developing their capacities to support children. It is crucial 
to understand the experiences and attitudes of adults towards child participation so that 
they can be sensitized and supported to enable them to accommodate and recognize the 
benefits of child participation in different settings. 

 
 Ensure that there is appropriate support and essential referral services available for 

children that participate in specific projects. Ethical considerations and child protection 
issues should be considered. It is imperative that the physical and emotional wellbeing of 
the children involved is ensured throughout the project as well as after the project ends.  

 
 Manage flexibly, document the processes, and be open to learn. There are many ways of 

facilitating child participation. There is no single model that suits all contexts and 
situations. It is important to be able to adapt and change according to the specific 
circumstances and situations. Each project should be a learning process that is well 
documented so that this can be shared, as well as be contributed, to the knowledge and 
practice in the field of child participation.    
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2. RX Radio activities 

The following is the progress report of what RX Radio has achieved during the six-month 

period, starting on the 1st of May 2018 and ending on the 31st of October 2018. 

Project Administration and Finances 

RX Radio registered as a Non- Profit Company (NPC) 

On the 14th of September 2018, RX Radio was officially registered as a Non-Profit Company under 

the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission. We have 6 initial directors: Prof Alan 

Davidson, Prof Mark Tomlinson, Prof Tanja Bosch, Sister Jane Booth, Helen Meintjes and 

Ramabina Mahapa. The first board meeting will take place on the 6th of November 2018, where 

additional board members will be added by means of a board resolution. They are Nadierah 

Pienaar and Yvonne Counter (parents of RX Radio reporters), Qaqamba Cuba (RX Radio reporter 

who is over 18 years old) and Geetesh Solanki, a health economist. Two other young reporters, 

Tarique Kenny and Mujahid Wiener will be joining the Board when they turn 18 early next year. 

The board is fortunate to also have individuals who have agreed to be available as advisors to the 

board in their areas of expertise. The advisors are Juna Phillips (a lawyer that runs her own firm) 

and Joanne Duncan (Head of finance at the Children’s Hospital Trust).  

RX Radio will continue to be under the Health Facility Board in terms of the payroll and finances 

until the end of the tax year which is in February 2019. Thereafter, RX Radio will operate as a 

separate legal entity and have their own payroll and their own bank account.  

We are in the process of meeting with different auditors and banks to explore the services that 

they could offer to RX Radio. A decision will be taken by the new Board by the end of November 

2018.  

RX Radio will apply to SARS to become a Public Benefit Organization for tax exemption purposes. 

It is difficult to predict the time that it will take to become a PBO and have been granted tax 

exemption. We hope that this will be achieved by early 2019.  

We will also apply to the Department of Social Development to become a Non-Profit Organization 

(NPO) in order to open the opportunity to receive government funding 

CloudWorx payroll pro bono offer 

Through HFB member Guy Harris, RX Radio was made aware that CloudWorx was offering to 

provide a payroll service on a pro bono basis. As discussed with the HFB at that stage, July 2018, 

we were not ready to take this offer because we were in the process of becoming an NPC and it 

was decided to continue on the HFB payroll until the end of the tax year, February 2019.  

Subsequent to that, we met Gareth Price of CloudWorx and we discussed their offer. We were 

very impressed with his willingness to provide pro bono support for the payroll system, as well 

as the financial accounting system, that he advised us to use.  We will be presenting this to the RX 

Radio Board for a decision in our November meeting. 

Fundraising 

RX Radio has successfully secured funding from the Children’s Hospital Trust for 2019-2021 in 

decreasing increments of 80%,55% and 30% of the total budget of R11 616 808, as well as a grant 

extension of R252 822 for November-December 2018 in order for RX Radio’s financial year as an 

NPC to start running from January to December. Funding from the DG Murray Trust has also been 

secured, to the value of R1.4 million over a period of 2 years. 

RX Radio has secured R7 425 059 from CHT and DGMT for the period 2019 to 2021. 
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In 2020 we will have a shortfall of R962 935 and in 2021 we will have a shortfall of R3 230 813.  

The total shortfall for this 3-year period is R4 193 748. 

RX Radio will continue to submit more funding proposals to trusts and foundations as well as 

approaching corporates for sponsorships.  

Corporate Strategy 

With the help of the Children’s Hospital Trust, RX Radio was able to put together a corporate 
strategy in 2018. The strategy will help us guide our efforts in building up corporate and 
community funding in addition to ongoing philanthropic trusts and foundations. The strategy 
will help ensure RX Radio continues to move forward in achieving long term financial 
sustainability. 
 
Elma Foundation 
On Tuesday 30th January 2018, the RX Radio team, along with Helen Meintjes and Mark 

Tomlinson, met with Ruth Mapara from the Elma Foundation to discuss possible funding. 

Ruth was very impressed with RX Radio’s work and felt that there is a very good fit between the 

work the community programme of the foundation supports and the work RX Radio is doing. As 

part of the Elma criteria for organizations to qualify for their support, they need to be registered 

as a not-for-profit organization and have a lifespan of at least three years of implementation. 

Ruth felt that if we apply for funding for 2020, which is when we will have met their criteria, we 

have a good chance of being successful. 

South African Heroes 

RX Radio has been chosen by South African Heroes (eTV) to feature in their popular 

programme. The programme has multiple versions which were filmed at RX Radio and are 

being broadcast two to three times daily on eTV and eNCA for a period of one month during 

November/December 2018. 

With eTV’s viewership being over 8 million people, we believe this is a great opportunity to 

benefit from the publicity, in particular because we need further funding. RX Radio has 

requested assistance from the Children’s Hospital Trust on the best way we could capitalize on 

this opportunity. 

RX Radio Music Festival 

There is also a big fundraiser planned for next year in October which is the RX Radio Music 

Festival. This is an idea conceptualized by the Child/Young Reporters and is being organized by 

them with the support of RX Radio staff. They have already been very busy creating marketing 

material such as posters, compiling a list of potential performers, making videos, and have already 

met with the Film & Events Department of the City of Cape Town who have conducted a site visit 

at Red Cross to determine the feasibility of hosting the event on the field between Sportsman’s 

Warehouse and the Hospital. All engagement thus far has been very positive. The next step is to 

have a meeting to complete the City of Cape Town Events application form. This will be done in 
early December 2018, with the help of the Events Department Officials. 

 

Website 

With the rapid growth of the Station, the team has seen the need to revamp the RX Radio website 

to make it more suitable for all the content we have. The website has been in its current form 

since RX Radio began in November 2016. 

We met with Lindia Trout from The Media Chilli (a company that specializes in web development) 

and she offered to be the project manager and oversee the website revamp, pro bono. She has 

been working closely with a Natalie Baatjies (web designer) & Erna Curry (copywriter). The new 

website should be ready for launch at the beginning of 2019. 
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RX Radio documents 

Over the past two years, RX Radio has successfully maintained important documentation such as 

our staff policies, editorial guidelines and, most recently, we have put together a stats database of 

the station that contains all important information about the radio station such as live broadcasts, 

number of reporters, radio diaries, media coverage and more. This will be updated on a regular 

basis going forward.  

With the number of reporters increasing and the reporters getting older, the team felt it was 

necessary to develop a Code of Conduct for everyone at the station (staff and reporters). The 

contents of the Code of Conduct relate to behaviour at RX Radio as well as internet access 

etiquette. The code was put together collectively, in a participatory manner, in a workshop held 

with the reporters in August. The Code of Conduct has been reviewed by reporters, parents and 

also with the help of Paula Raubenheimer (author of children’s books), to ensure that the code 

was in simple and child-friendly language. The code was adopted and signed by each member of 

RX Radio at an event on the 3rd of November 2018.  

Software to block harmful sites on the internet 

As a children’s radio station, RX Radio felt that it was important to provide protection to 

children from harmful internet sites. To implement this, we made contact with Nick Roberts 

from Narcom technological solutions, who installed software on our internet servers to block 

access to harmful sites from any device connected to our internet. He did this on a pro bono 

basis. 

Staff performance appraisals meetings 

Developmental performance appraisal meetings were conducted with the staff during August 

2018. The process was perceived by all involved as constructive and valuable. 

The appraisals process confirmed that RX Radio has a highly committed, motivated and skilful 

team that it is performing very well in all the relevant areas.  

 

Thomas J Watson Fellow (Isabel O’Malley)  
During her three-month Thomas J Watson fellowship position (which ended on 30th September 

2018) Isabel worked on four main projects at the station: MP3 distribution and internal 

audience research, a research proposal for external research, procedural pain bedside stories, 

and, basic and ongoing training.  

Meeting with Susan Ceriff, Education Coordinator at Cape Peninsula University of 

Technology (CPUT) 

The meeting explored the possibilities of CPUT placing interns at RX Radio for 2019. 

Susan was very supportive and excited with the possibility of developing a partnership with RX 

Radio.  

Thereafter RX Radio Producers presented at CPUT to a group of second year PR students about 

the work of RX Radio and it was received very well by the students. According to Ms. Ceriff there 

was a lot of interest generated after the presentation. She will send RX Radio the CV’s of the 

interested students by 10 September 2018.  

 

New Interns 

In October 2018, RX Radio held interviews for our 2019 internship as our current intern, Chris 

Booth, will become an RX Radio Content Producer from January 2019. The candidates were 

sourced from CPUT and were all PR students, except one who is a journalism graduate. At the end 

of the interview process, there were two very strong candidates who brought two very different 

set of skills that we felt we needed going forward as an organization. Therefore, a collective 
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decision was made to select two interns with the idea that they will add great value to the team, 

both in terms of the skills they bring (Writing/research and PR/marketing) and adding much 

needed person power with the ever-expanding workload of our small team. The selected 

candidates will start in January 2019 and the internship is for one year.  

 

Apprentices 

This year, RX Radio has had 3 of our older RX Reporters become more involved with the station, 

working as apprentices on the team. They are Hakeem Barends, Kauthar Salie and Amirah 

Pienaar. The purpose of the apprenticeships has been for the reporters to further enhance their 

skills around radio (production and reporting) as well as gaining work experience. The 

apprentices work around 12 hours a week at the station and have grabbed the opportunity to 

build themselves further with both hands. 

Photobook 

To commemorate the first two years of RX Radio, we are planning to have a photobook made that 

documents the journey of RX Radio from inception on the 1st of November 2016 to the present. 

We can only afford to have a limited number of photobooks made and we expect to have them 

ready by the end of the year, or early next year, to be given out as a token of appreciation to few 

RX Radio stakeholders and supporters. 

Red Cross Hospital Information Packages  

Dwayne Evans, RXH Communication Officer, is developing the Red Cross Children’s Hospital 

Information Packages that will be released by the end of this quarter. A few will be printed in-

house as a trial run to see if they work as intended and will be distributed to patients being 

admitted to the hospital. These packages will help greatly in marketing RX Radio and other 

hospital organizations and services amongst patients and parents. 

Mascot 

The RX Radio mascot, Cue, continues to be very popular with the children when marketing the 

station in the hospital. It is worn by someone from the RX Radio team, usually an apprentice, when 

putting on the televisions to the station in the wards. The children get very excited and interact 

with Cue and often want to put the mascot on too. 

Announcements of the RX Radio broadcast times continue to be made daily on the Hospital 

exchange. 

Professional Photographer, Karin Schermbrucker 

Karin visited the station to do a photoshoot on Saturday 13th October. It was organized by the 

Children’s Hospital Trust. It was a very successful event. Her photos are amazing and will be used 
by the Trust and RX Radio for marketing and fundraising as well as for the newly revamped RX 

Radio website.  

Office / storage room 

With the rapid growth of the project, both size and personnel wise, we have needed more office 

and storage space. With the help of the chief engineer of the hospital, Kimesh Chauhan, we have 
been able to secure an office on F-Floor which will aid the issue of overcrowding in our current 
office and give us more storage space. However this is not the most convenient place because it 
is far from the production office and studio and we continue to explore the availability of an 
office in the outpatients building. 
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In loving memory of Namganso 

Sadly, one of our Young Reporters, Nangamso Ngangani, passed away on Friday 6 July 2018. We 

continue to celebrate her life by showcasing the work she had produced for RX Radio. 

 

Financial report for the period May to October 2018 

On the 31st of October 2018, RX Radio completed its second financial year and marked the end 
of the initial grant period with the Children’s Hospital Trust whereby RX Radio received funds of 
R2 889 316.  
RX Radio has successfully managed to stay within budget for the past two years, without 
requiring additional funds. This has come down to a very careful management of the 
organization’s expenditure.  
RX Radio has spent 95% of its budget in the year ending 31 October 2018 and the remaining 5% 

not spent is mainly due to the Licenses, Conferences/Staff development and Community 

fundraising line items. 

 

Please refer to Appendix A for more notes. 

RX Radio training 

Basic Training 

Fifth Certificate Event  

RX Radio hosted a certificate ceremony on the 9th of June 2018 for the group of children that 

completed their Basic Training in April 2018. The certificate ceremony served as an opportunity 

for the children and their parents/caregivers to watch the ten radio diaries that the children 

produced during their training. Thereafter, the caregivers and children signed consent forms to 

give RX Radio permission to distribute the programs and photos through our different 

platforms such as broadcast, presentations, internet, conferences, publications and social media.  

This was also an opportunity for the children to indicate if they would like to become official RX 

Radio Reporters and continue with our ongoing training. All the children (ten) indicated that 

they want to be RX Radio Reporters and continue with the ongoing training. The number of 

child reporters trained to this date was 57. 

After consent was given the children each received a RX Radio Certificate and RX Radio 

merchandise (cap or t-shirt).  

Basic Training for July 2018 

11 children have approached RX Radio to attend the Basic Training which will be from the 2nd to 

the 6th July 2018. Out of the 11 children attending the training, one is the sibling of a patient and 

the rest are all Red Cross Hospital patients. We held an information session for the new children 

and parents on Saturday the 23rd of June.  

Sixth Certificate Event  

RX Radio hosted a Certificate Ceremony on the 1st September 2018 for the group of children 

(10) that completed their Basic Training in July 2018.  

October 2018 basic training 

Initially 16 children were going to participate in the RX Radio Basic Training that was conducted 

from the 1st to the 5th of October 2018. However, due to various personal reasons (health, 

transport and family reasons) only 12 children started the training, of which 9 managed to 

complete.   
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The youngest participant was 7 and the eldest 13 with 4 males and 5 females. 

6 of the children were patients and 3 siblings.  

Their Radio Diaries are being edited and will be shown at their certificate event on the 1st of 

December 2018.  

 

Seventh Certificate Event  

RX Radio will host their final certificate ceremony for 2018 on 1 December 2018. This will be for 

the group of children that completed their basic training in October.  

Involving apprentices and young reporters in the training   

During the RX Radio July and October Basic Training, our three apprentices, as well as two young 

reporters, took part and served as facilitators-in-training with the support of the RX Radio staff, 

including thorough debriefing sessions after each day of training. During these sessions feedback 

is provided to all who have participated in the training, including senior facilitators and 

facilitators-in-training on their performance. Each participant has the opportunity to give and 

receive feedback and discuss the learnings of the day and how each individual can improve their 

performance. 

Developing RX Radio reporters is a key principle of RX Radio and this happens through our 

ongoing training and by creating opportunities for the children to be exposed to a variety of 

experiences that will help them develop life skills and radio technical, production and presenting 

skills. 

Advanced radio training 

Ongoing advanced radio training is a fundamental pillar of the training programme at RX Radio 

and plays a developmental role in the lives of the child/young reporters. 

The RX Radio ongoing training serves as an opportunity for the reporters to further develop 
their skills relating to their participation with radio. The training consists of formal workshops 
(which occur during the school holidays and weekends) and in-house training to hone their 
technical and life skills (this occurs every time the reporters are at RX Radio and assists with 
generating material and production).  
 
The formal workshops entail structured activities whereby reporters are introduced to various 
aspects of radio – such as script writing, and the generation and production of content. This 
serves as an outline and reference point for the reporters to use once they enter their respective 
roles in the radio station.  
 
Their in-house training involves a range of activities like writing news bulletins and scripts for 
features/shows, presenting live and pre-recorded shows, conducting research on guests and 
topics of discussion, and working in a team. Beyond their training relating to the mechanisms of 
radio, another aspect of the in-house ongoing training is for the reporters to become facilitators 
of the RX Radio basic training. This aids as a chance for them to pass on their skills and first-
hand experiences of being RX Radio reporters. This is a principle that we encourage, to create an 
environment in which skills are passed on from our seasoned reporters to the newer ones. Not 
only in training, but in the studio as well.  
 
With this, we have managed to groom a group of well-rounded reporters that are aware and 
familiar with the mechanism of a radio station. This is also accompanied by a range of life skills 
– including working with different individuals and being better communicators – which the 
reporters can implement in their everyday lives.  
 
Essentially, the ongoing training’s main purpose is to create and maintain the radio and life 
skills gained by the reporters through the various trainings and experiences at RX Radio.  
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The advanced training is an ongoing process that occurs mainly in-house in the following ways: 

RX Radio in-house training  

 Training Workshops that are facilitated through the year on a variety of radio themes 
covering production and presenting skills and more advance radio technical skills. 

 Training does occur during the live shows and pre-recorded shows. Each time a 
Child/Young Reporter prepares for her/ his show or research the news, weather and 
sports to be read by a presenter there is an opportunity to ‘learn by doing’ and to put into 
practice the knowledge and skills acquired during the workshops under the support and 
supervision of the RX Radio staff.  

 Events coverage – whereby the reporters are in the field and practice and develop their 
interpersonal skills and the workings of recording equipment. This includes a range of 
events like safety awareness campaigns on the Red Cross premises and off-site events, 
such as live performances and launches of books, music and competitions. For this 
aspect of the training, reporters are required to attend and cover an event. Their main 
purpose is generating material from the event and producing a radio programme about 
it. The production entails editing the sound and compiling a story that conveys the 
message of the event covered. This has enabled a group of young reporters with the 
necessary skills to serve as field reporters/journalists and producers-in-training.   

 Training is also provided by external media practitioners that come to RX Radio to share 
their experience and skills with our reporters. 

 Organized visits to other radio stations (public, commercial and community) to be 
exposed to the operations of other radio stations and learn from these experiences. 

 Three apprentices, as well as two other young reporters, have been involved as 
facilitators-in-training on the last two basic training workshops. 

 The involvement of some of the reporters in developing the concept and planning of the 
RX Radio Music Festival for next year it is also an indicator of the level of skills and 
commitment of the children. 

 

It is remarkable to see the growth that has occurred in the life skills, technical radio skills, and 

presenting, reporting and production skills of many of the children since they started at RX Radio. 

Career path 

Because of their involvement with RX Radio, there are already five young reporters that are 

considering media, journalism and specifically radio as a career path when they finish with 

Matric. 

It is clear that RX Radio is playing an important developmental role in the lives of its members. 

Radio Comic and Drama Workshops 

On the 12th of June Loyiso Mkhize and Clyde Beech met up with RX Radio reporters to further 

discuss the concept for the comic book, and a lot of useful information came from the session. 

After this session they came back on 25th of June to discuss the storylines, plots, personal stories 

and overall experiences of the reporters. On the 18th of August, Clyde and Loyiso presented a 

written synopsis of the comic book and on 3rd of November 2018 they will present their sketches.  

Since the comic will be adapted to a radio drama, Nigel Vermas conducted a three-day radio 

drama workshop from the 25th to the 27th of June. This has been instrumental in preparing the 

reporters for their roles in the radio drama and it has also taught them the basic principles of a 

radio drama. Vermas followed up virtually where he has been giving feedback and setting dates 

for consultations to refine the material that was generated during the workshop. After the 

Child/Young Reporters have implemented the feedback and submitted their scripts, Nigel plans 

to record the scripts either at SABC Radio Drama studios or at the UCT Drama Department on 17 
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November 2018. This is to motivate and engage the participants in a manner that would 

consolidate the theory into practice.     

Scripting Workshop 

On 3 November 2018, we will be running a scripting workshop will all RX Radio reporters. This 

workshop is meant to assist reporters without programmes to develop their own shows. The old 

reporters will also be able to polish their craft through this session by assisting and guiding the 

new ones in putting together shows and effortless execution.   

Radio Diaries produced 

The Radio Diaries produced by the children are a key component of the RX Radio programming 

schedule and are broadcast as features in most of the children’s shows. 

Please refer to Appendix B, section Radio Dairies, to see the list of all the radio diaries produced 

by RX Radio reporters. 

Podcasts 

Health Journey Podcasts 

RX Radio is producing a number of podcasts for newly admitted patients and their families. 

These podcasts deal with specific chronic illnesses and conditions that are frequently seen in 

children admitted to the hospital. They also cover topics that may affect a child’s stay in the 

hospital. The podcasts are used as health communication and educational tools, whereby 

incoming patients and their families can gain information and advice about the journey ahead of 

them. Each podcast tells the story of a child with a chronic condition and, with the help of a 
parent and healthcare worker, explains their experience and the advice they would like to give.  

The following are the podcasts produced during this period: 

The Procedural Pain Podcast has been completed and was presented to the Advocacy 

Committee on 12 October 2018 and the Pain Symposium at Red Cross Hospital on Tuesday 16th 

October 2018.  This audio-visual podcast will be used to give healthcare workers an 

understanding of patients’ experiences with procedural pain and to hopefully improve 

communication between health workers and patients/parents. 

The second Renal Podcast has been completed and is awaiting final edits. The story focuses on 

more common renal issues and conditions (Nephrotic Syndrome) that do not require transplants. 

The second Parents Podcast has been completed and is undergoing some minor edits. The 

podcast looks at parents’ experiences in hospital and the facilities available to them. The voices 

in the audio are in three local languages – Xhosa, Afrikaans, and English – and the podcast will be 

converted to an audio-visual presentation with subtitles that can be broadcast over the hospital 

TVs. 

The Physiotherapy Back Week Podcast has also been completed and aired on RX Radio in 

September. This podcast contains information and presentations about correct posture when 

picking up babies and is mainly aimed towards the parents and staff in the hospital. 

Audio material for the oncology podcast is currently being gathered with a patient, her mother, 

and a doctor discussing their experiences with Leukaemia. 

General Podcast (podcast based on extracts of children’s shows) 

Please refer to Appendix B section general podcasts extracts for more information. 
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RX Radio Programme Schedule 

We started being on air for the first time on the 20th of May 2017. At that time, we were 

broadcasting two to four hours a day on weekdays, depending on the length of the show, and on 

weekends 6 hours. Since the beginning of February 2018, we’ve increased our broadcasting times 

to 12 hours daily, during weekdays and weekends.  We see this as a realisation of one of our major 

goals: having many regular shows that give us a lot more content to fill our time slots with.   

 

In terms of shows, we’ve produced a variety of programmes that focus on the individual interests 

and stories of our Child/ Young Reporters, who are using the platform to create awareness about 

their health journeys and other issues that are important to them.  At the same time, the focus is 

on other aspects of their personalities that are rarely explored or given a spotlight – each 

individual show taps into that. The content is further informed by the National Health Calendar – 

therefore, each show has a health feature. Another crucial component of the production is the 

developmental aspect. From the onset of the production, we’ve also partnered up with a number 

of educational programmes – like Nal’ibali and Takalani Sesame – to stimulate our reporters and 

listeners with literacy. Our programme schedule is reflective of these constant and conscious 

pursuits that are aimed at making RX Radio relevant for our listeners. At the same time, the 

programme schedule can expose the children to things that they have previously been excluded 

from due to their health conditions.   

Before the 30th of July 2017, we had 2 pre-recorded ongoing shows. Over a period of 16 months, 

we have produced 6 pre-recorded and 6 LIVE ongoing shows (refer to Appendix B).   

Impact of Social media in the programme schedule   
Since we work with children and youth and we are cognisant of the direction radio is headed. 

Radio as a medium is changing and is beginning to incorporate visuals – primarily through the 

use of social media. We have made it a priority to use social media as a tool that gives us more 

exposure to and instant feedback from our listeners. We’ve been consistently using Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram and WhatsApp to share moments from our studio to our community. This 

strategy has proven to be useful because the followers of the station get to be informed of our 

programming – especially those who are not able to tune into our online broadcasts. More so, 

social media contributes in programming because some interviewees get in touch with us via 

these platforms. Lastly, due to the aforementioned increase in broadcasting times and a 

consistent updating of posts, we’ve been getting a positive response on our social media 

platforms. There is high traffic, especially on our Facebook Page, and this is visible in the high 

number of LIKES we receive on our page and an increase in FOLLOWERS. Refer to social media 

on Appendix B. 

Inclusion of the hospital community 
Earlier this year we decided to play RX Radio through our speakers in the Outpatients foyer. This 

allows children and parents coming into the hospital to listen to the station and get to learn about 

what we do. This has sparked a number of random walk-ins by children who are patients in the 

hospital, mentioning that they too would like to be part of our programme, and we in turn 

encourage them to join our Basic Training. Even the security staff working in this entrance 

appreciate our content, especially the music.  

Equity 

Fairness is an important component of our values and we have put in place clear guidelines that 

ensure and enforce equity at all times. This key principle holds us accountable and we in turn 

make sure that no matter what the child’s condition, the station provides them the same 
opportunities without being bias and using their condition to block them from taking part in the 
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programming. Therefore, the children’s individual conditions or personalities are not used to 

categorise or label them, instead they are all used as unique entry points into their shows – 

thereby ensuring that everybody is given the same opportunities to be involved at the station.  

Even those of our reporters who have decided not to have their own shows are still involved and 

participate in features, training and events. We strive to be inclusive of specific children’s talents 

and skills, and accommodate those that are interested in other forms of media – such as blogging, 

research, photography etc. We have also tried to ensure that those who have decided to have their 

own shows are well-equipped by workshopping with them and working on improving their 

presenting skills. Teaching has become an integral part of our shows, as we have made it a point 

to make the learning as practical as possible through coaching them as they go. This has seen 

many of them improve though trial and error, allowing us to be able to monitor and witness their 

personal growth. However, it has also presented some challenges as some of our reporters are 

intimidated with scripting and running their own shows fully – but a number of them have 

certainly caught up with the process. More is still being done, on a daily basis to ensure that all 

our reporters are confident enough to run all the aspects of their shows without needing too much 

assistance.   

Move from full scripting to bullet points 

When we started, we had to work extra hard to ensure that the shows were scripted as our 

reporters were new to the concept of radio presenting. We then attempted to wean them off the 

‘scripted-radio’ mentality and have gradually tried to take the scripts away from their grips. This 

has proven to be challenging but very rewarding once they start to use their own words and ideas.   

We’ve also seen that as their experience increases and they have spent more time in the studio, 

their scripts are written in the form of bullet points. This helps them with the flow and allows 

them to become more spontaneous and creative in their delivery. Many are starting to improvise 

on air, to think on their feet, to take the opportunities that present themselves while on air, and 

to make their programmes flow in a more exciting, humorous and innovative way. The key to this 

process is the coaching and feedback provided to them on a regular basis. Slowly but surely RX 

Radio Reporters are improving their presenting and delivery skills. We currently have a number 

of them that are surely conforming to our motto: ‘RX Radio by children, for children’. We will 

continue to monitor and motivate all our reporters until they are comfortable enough to drive the 

flow and the complete vision of their shows. 

Sourcing content and partnerships  

Sourcing content 

The following partners are the most active in content provision and syndication: Takalani, Kids 

Super Club – TFG, Nal’ibali, Children’s Radio Foundation, and Ross Metcalfe a volunteer at The 

Friends of the Children’s Hospital Association. 

RX Radio is working on developing partnerships for syndication of content with public, 

commercial and community broadcasters. 

We are in the process of drafting MoU’s with Zibonele FM and Voice of the Cape FM, both 

community broadcasters in the Western Cape, to syndicate content as well as partnering on 

training, reporting and hosting relevant events as described below 

Partnerships update since May 2018 

We have partnered and signed the MoU with Lesley Potgieter, who is the founder of Aware 
Bears, an organization that aims to create awareness and understanding of Cerebral Palsy for 
those living with it and their families.   
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Celebrating Niki Daly‘s birthday 
On the 13th of June, Ross Metcalf, Daly’s friend, read Daly’s story as part of his birthday 
celebration and this has sparked a working relationship between him and the station. This 
month, International award-winning author/illustrator, Niki Daly will be visiting schools in 

Cape Town, following the launch of his latest publication: ‘SHARP! SHARP! THOKO!’ Niki will be 
visiting RX Radio on the 18th of September to be interviewed and to do a reading.  
 
Alex White takes over KFM’s early Morning show:  
Through being part of RX Radio, Alex, presenter of “Top 20 with Alex” got the opportunity to 
host a 1am to 4am slot on KFM on the 2nd of August 2018. This was a great opportunity for him 

as it is his dream to have his own radio show on a commercial radio station.  This news is huge, 
as he was the youngest radio presenter ever on KFM to host a show.  

The opportunity that Alex had through RX Radio confirms the important developmental role 
that RX Radio plays in the lives and career paths of its members.  

Visit to Zibonele FM 

During September, RX Radio visited Zibonele FM and they reciprocated the visit to RX Radio on 

Saturday 13th October.  

There is an historical relationship between both stations. Radio Zibonele was one of the first 

community radios in South Africa that started to broadcast illegally in 1993 to Town 2 in 

Khayelitsha from the Zibonele Community Health Workers Centre.  Gabriel was the coordinator 

of the project, a founder member of the station and trained the first group of child reporters that 

broadcast live through the station. The latest RAM figures show that Zibonele has a weekly 

listenership of over 270,000 people per week. It is ranked as the first community radio station 

with the highest listenership in the Western Cape and second in the country. 

These visits helped to cement the relationship between both stations and the MoU that is being 

developed will help both radio stations to fulfil their aims and objectives as community 

broadcasters, specifically providing a platform for children to express their views and opinions 

on issues that are important to them and to advocate for the rights of the child. 

The partnership will be accomplished by undertaking the following activities: 

 Programme syndication. RX Radio will provide Zibonele FM with a pre-recorded 
show/podcast of 30 minutes to 1-hour duration, every week, to be broadcasted by Zibonele 

FM on a predetermined date and time slot that is accessible to their listeners specifically 

children and their families. RX Radio will broadcast Zibonele FM children’s programming 

that is relevant and appropriate to their listenership. 

 Both radio stations will commit to sending experienced reporters/staff to facilitate 
workshops on production and presenting skills, including child participatory media 

production to develop the capacity of staff and volunteers. 

 Both radio stations will commit to explore opportunities of sharing broadcasts together for 
special occasions and events from their respective studios 

 Both stations agree to make their facilities available for organizing developmental visiting 

trips for their reporters/presenters to learn from each other. 

 To place both station logos on their respective websites 

 Explore opportunities to partner in specific media events and child/youth and health 
related programming 

We are waiting for Zibonele’s comments on the draft MoU before both parties sign it. 
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Visit to Voice of the Cape FM 

RX Radio met with Voice of the Cape FM, a religious community radio station that is ranked by 

RAMS as having the third biggest listenership in the Western Cape. We are in the process of 

developing a MoU with them, similar to the one with Zibonele described above. 

 

College of Magic Cape Town  

On 27 October 2018, members from the College of Magic, an NPO teaching youth the art of 

magic, were invited to be interviewed on the RX Radio Top 20. Those that attended were 

Yolandi van Jaarsveldt, College of Magic CEO, and one of their senior students, Sahil Samlal. After 

the interview, the CEO approached the RX Radio Station Manager and mentioned her interest in 

building a partnership between RX Radio and the College of Magic. Now, a meeting is being 

arranged where synergies will be identified and further discussed.  

 

Seeff Atlantic Seaboard 

RX Radio was approached by Seeff Atlantic Seaboard to participate in their campaign “Bring 

your Teddy to work day”. They offered to donate the Teddy Bears their staff collected to the kids 

at the Hospital. They were interviewed by RX Radio on Saturday 27th October and then they 

distributed some of the Teddys to the children in the wards. They will continue to bring more 

Teddys, and the RX Radio team will distribute them to the children with the help of the Friends 

during the festive season.  

We will also be exploring with them the possibility of sponsoring one of RX Radio shows next 

year.  

Foschini Retail Group 

We continue to receive Foschini Kids SuperClub magazines on a monthly basis. These are 

distributed to the children at the Hospital by RX Radio with the help of the Friends.  

We also receive a monthly gift card voucher for a value of R1000 and these gift vouchers are 

prizes given by RX Radio to the winner of the quiz monthly competition. 

We are exploring the possibilities of Foschini sponsoring one of the RX Radio shows and we will 

be meeting soon with the CSI responsible person. 

Argentinean students visiting South Africa and interviewed by RX Radio 
The Embassy of Argentina contacted RX Radio to request the possibility of the radio hosting a 
group of students from a rural school in Argentina that were coming to South Africa – a group 
that was inspired by the life of Nelson Mandela and the use of sport to unite a country.  
In 2016, going beyond the usual teaching contents, the students were given the poem ´Invictus´ 
to work with. Afterwards, they saw the Clint Eastwood film of the same name. 
For more than 2 years, students and teachers made and sold bread, cakes, honey and caramel, 
they organized fund raising dances, and they collected and sold glass bottles (among other 
things). Finally, after all the work, the 7 students – with 3 accompanying adults – came to South 
Africa in September and were interviewed by RX Radio on the 20th of September 2018. 
 

Teaching undergraduate and postgraduate health sciences students from UCT and RXH 

staff 

As reported in the previous report, Gabriel continues to teach postgraduate child nursing 
students, diploma and masters students from Child Nurse Practice Development Unit at UCT on 
child communication, child participation and child-produced media.  
Since the beginning of this year, Gabriel and the team facilitate quarterly workshops sessions 
with fourth year medical students from UCT. 
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The RX Radio team, led by Wayne, have facilitated three workshops on communication skills for 
the Physiotherapy Department at Red Cross Children’s Hospital. 

Media Coverage  

Please refer to Appendix B for the media coverage stats for the period May to November 2018 

3. Expand the reach of RX Radio 

We are at the stage in which it is critical for RX Radio to upscale the initiative and increase its 

reach beyond Red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital. 

The reasons are as follows: 

 Audience research: children, families, health workers and media professionals indicate the 
importance of expanding the reach of RX Radio given the unique services provided 

 Need to expand beyond RXH to become more competitive in attracting donor funding  
 Our listenership is a community of interest, children attending hospital and their families, 

that share specific needs that the radio addresses 
 Improve access for our existing and potential listenership  
 Improving children’s and family’s experiences of being in hospital 
 Enabling health professionals to better communicate with children and families 
 Reach the general public 
 

To expand RX Radio’s reach, we have developed the following two strategic approaches and we 

are in the process of implementing both: 

Outreach programme to expand RX Radio’s reach/presence into other public health 

facilities in the Western Cape Province 

The strategy is for RX Radio to first establish a provincial-wide reach in health facilities, with the 

possibility of expanding nationally at a later stage. We will be piloting this approach at 5 health 

facilities in the Western Cape Province. We are planning this pilot phase for 2019, starting with 

one health facility in the first year, Paarl Hospital, two health facilities in 2020 and two more in 

2021. 

RXH Management and the Provincial Department of Health has given the go-ahead and now we 

are in the process. The Provincial IT Department has given permission for RX Radio to stream 

its broadcast through the provincial cable. 

Both sites were inspected during September by the Department of IT Technical Manager 

(Western Cape Province) and RX Radio engineer, and the technical requirements were assessed 

and agreed upon.  Now they will be testing the streaming of the RX Radio signal and hopefully we 

will start the pilot early next year. 

One of the challenges for RX Radio to grapple with, is maintaining the local flavour and local 

child participation while catering for either a national or regional audience. During the pilot we 

will be exploring and testing different approaches such as partnering with community radio 

stations servicing the area where the health facility is located and helping to report and 

contribute to the programme schedule, the RX Radio team training children with chronic 

conditions attending the pilot facility, and the continued use of social media, specifically 

WhatsApp (as we are doing at present with all our RX Radio reporters), to involve them in the 

production of shows and features. 
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After the pilot is evaluated, and if the model is shown to work, RX Radio will strive to reach all 

54 hospitals in the Western Cape. 

Expand the reach of RX Radio to listeners outside of health facilities  

Content Syndication 

Please refer to content syndication discussed above. 

Online Radio: Negotiating zero rates access to internet  

RX Radio will be negotiating from early next year zero-rated access with data service providers 

for those listening to RX Radio from their devices. Access to data is very expensive in SA and the 

majority of our listenership do not have the means to access the internet. 

RX Radio podcast platform/archives  

Please refer to podcast section in this report. 

Applying for low power FM licenses 

ICASA has not yet lifted the moratorium imposed in 2015 for granting community radio FM 

licences. 

It is not clear when it would be lifted. When it is, we will apply for low power transmitter 

licenses.  

4. Research 
Stellenbosch University, Department of Psychology  

RX Radio: An exploratory study of the Red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital children’s 

radio station final report was finalized at the end of May 2018.  

The full Research Report is available on our website www.rxradio.co.za    

Article submitted for publication to Child: Care, Health & Development journal for 

publication 

Dr Xanthe Hunt submitted an article to the above journal title “Participatory children’s radio in 

the context of a South African Hospital: Stakeholders perspectives”. This article is based on the 

exploratory study of RX Radio done by the Department of Psycology, Stellenbosh University. 

Listener Groups 

Listener Groups are group or one-on-one interviews where children, parents, and health care 
workers are able to give feedback on RX Radio content.  

We have revamped the way in which we gather audience feedback in order to create a more 

efficient and streamlined process that can be coupled with MP3 distribution. Firstly, we have 
developed a series of Google Forms that can be filled in by child listeners, parents, and 
healthcare workers. These forms can be filled out electronically via the internet, they can be 
filled out on a tablet/cellphone within the wards, or they can be printed out and filled in by 
hand. The questions asked in these forms are adapted from the previous Listener Group 
questions. 

Secondly, MP3s are currently being distributed to different wards once a week to both parents 
and patients. We have also created more detailed forms for MP3 distribution in order to capture 

http://www.rxradio.co.za/
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more information about the listeners who receive the MP3s. The listeners can then choose to fill 

out the Audience Feedback survey or they can be interviewed face-to-face after listening to the 
RX Radio content. By doing this, we can distribute MP3s at the same time as sourcing listeners 
for Audience Feedback. 

Thirdly, we have emailed the Google Form and Listener Group audio to many health 

professionals. This allows them to listen to the content and fill in the Audience Feedback survey 
in their own time. 

We have continued using Google Forms to conduct listener interviews and our detailed MP3 and 

listener group information forms have proved invaluable for capturing data. At present, a 

volunteer is coming in every Wednesday and distributing MP3s in the morning and conducting 

listener interviews in the afternoons when she collects the devices. While the patients, parents 

and healthcare workers are listening to the MP3s, the volunteer will also be inputting and 

analysing all the data and information generated from the previous week’s listener interviews. So 

far this method has proved effective. 

The RX Radio apprentice will also be distributing MP3s on Tuesday afternoons for the enjoyment 

of the patients, parents and healthcare workers in Red Cross Children’s Hospital. If these listeners 

are willing, they could also possibly be interviewed on Wednesday mornings when the volunteer 

distributes the MP3 devices.  

Incorporating audiences’ feedback to the programming 

It is fundamental for the station to incorporate audiences’ feedback in the programming. The 

audience research conducted in the hospital, comments sent through WhatsApp and on social 

media inform the programme schedule. 

In the past six month we’ve been covering a lot of Red Cross based events, thus the community 

has become more aware of the station’s contribution in the hospital. Interviews are sourced by 

various senior and junior staff and it is also an ongoing venture to seek partnerships that can 

provide content that speaks to both patients and staff. 

5. Meetings with RCWMH Facility Board   
Since November 2016, the Station Manager attends the meetings of the Hospital Facility Board 

(every second month). He presents ongoing RX Radio progress reports at each meeting.  

6.  RX Radio Advisory committee 
During this period, we continued to meet regularly with our Advisory Committee. Now that RX 

Radio is registered as an NPC, the Advisory Committee will cease to meet quarterly. Five of its 

members have agreed to serve as Directors in the new NPC. Shepi Mati has indicated that he will 

not be able to continue serving as an advisory committee member (personal reasons) from 

2019 and Kgomotso Matsunyane will continue serving in her advisory capacity.  

7. Conferences  
Building Children’s Nursing Conference: RX Radio’s Abstract 

RX Radio’s abstract for the Building Children’s Nursing Conference in April 2019 has been 
accepted. This means that we will be presenting at the conference next year with an audio visual 
presentation with RX Radio Child/Young Reporters. The theme for this conference is ‘Constructs 
of Care’ and will focus on research that contributes to care, advanced clinical leadership and 
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practice for best care, establishing and building teams to care, teaching and learning with care at 

its core, and building capacity to care. We believe that we will be able to touch on many of these 
ideas. 

Pain Symposium at RCWMCH.  

On the 16th of October, RX Radio was invited to present the podcast on procedural pain.  

Department of Paediatrics and Child Health, Wednesday departmental meeting 

We presented twice on the Wednesday departmental meetings this year. At the beginning of 
2018, we gave a presentation on the work of RX Radio and on the 28th November, we will be 
presenting the procedural pain podcast. 

8. Factors that strengthen and weakened the implementation of the programme 

Factors that strengthen the implementation of the programme 

The factors that strengthen the implementation of the programmes are similar to the ones 

mentioned in previous reports and continue to influence positively the implementation of the 

programme. 

RX Radio Team 

 We have a young, diverse, committed and qualified team. In the last six months, we have 

continued to build a conducive and friendly working environment in which the team 

operates with transparency, trust, arduous work and initiative. The team members work 

hard to make sure that everything is running as smooth as possible while also ensuring that 

the Child/Young Reporters’ voices are kept at the forefront. Even though it is a cutting-edge 

and ground-breaking project, and there’s a lot going on, the staff manages to work very well 

as a cohesive and complementary team. There is great team camaraderie, and everyone is 

focused on doing the very best for the station. 

 

 The teaching and learning cycle of the programme is a great strength. Not only do the 

children involved with the project gain invaluable skills through Basic and Ongoing 

Advanced Training, but the team members themselves learn from the children and from 

each other. There has also been a clear development in the skills of every team member 

involved. It is important to note the individual growth and development (professional and 

personal) of each of the team members during the last six months. 

 

 We have a participatory management approach whereby the whole team is involved in 

decision-making 

 Being able to work as a team has made us develop rapidly as we all share a common goal 

and have a sense of ownership of the project 

 The two new interns (Public relations/research and Journalism) that will be starting in 

January 2019 will play a huge role in complementing the personnel power of the existing 

staff, making sure people are not stretched too thin. 

 The new office space on F- floor will be helpful in accommodating the new staff, but the 

disadvantage is that this office is far away from the production office and studio. 
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The children’s participation, commitment and performance 

 RX Radio’s focus on keeping the children at the forefront of all our activities continues to be 

the everyday practice. We want to make sure that our slogan “by and for children” is a 

reality and not only words. 

 Integrating young people and parents/caregivers in decision-making positions e.g. RX Radio 

SA Board of Directors (two young reporters and two parents will be members of the Board 

from January 2019) 

 The developmental role that RX Radio plays with the children involved as reporters 

continues to increase. The apprenticeship programme that started at the beginning of the 

year and in which 3 young RX Radio reporters are involved has proved to be a very positive 

experience for them and for the station. It allows the station to have in-house young 

reporters covering relevant events, inside and outside the hospital.  

 In the April 2018 basic training, three RX Radio Young Reporters were involved as 

facilitators in training. As a children’s radio station “by and for children”, we want to make 

sure that all children who are willing and able can participate at all levels of the project, 

including decision-making. It was a worthwhile experience for the reporters involved and 

two out of the three decided to continue developing their skills as facilitators.   

 Another example of reporters leading an initiative is the RX Radio Music Festival being 

organized by the children themselves and that hopefully will be happening towards the end 

of next year. 

 The training  and the mentorship of the Child/Young Reporters has been very successful 

with regards to the transfer of broadcasting, communication, and life skills in general. 

 Children and parents slowly becoming more comfortable in speaking their mother tongue 
when interviewed and contributing in shows. 

 

Media coverage and exposure 

 Media coverage has continued to increase and has helped boost awareness of RX Radio 
outside of the hospital community. The interest and exposure that RX Radio has received 

from established media houses has enabled more people to know about RX Radio and 

enquire about collaborating with us. RX Radio has benefited twice by the TV show Expresso, 

the first time they came to cover RX Radio at the Hospital and the second time we were 

invited to their live breakfast show. During October 2018, RX Radio was chosen as South 

African Heroes by eTV and five short video inserts were produced showing RX Radio in 

action. The inserts are being broadcast during November and December 2018 several times 

a day for 30 days.  

 

Parental involvement and support 

 Buy-in and support from parents and caregivers continues to grow. They share the vision 
and mission of the station and make sure that they support their children in attending all 
the activities organized by RX Radio. We work closely with them and strive to include them 
as much as possible in the activities of the station. From January 2019, two parents will be 
serving as Board Directors on the newly registered NPC RX Radio SA that will start 
operating in the New Year. 

 

Research 
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 The report on  RX Radio: An exploratory study of the Red Cross War Memorial Children’s 
Hospital children’s radio station conducted by Stellenbosch University, is very good and 

indicates the positive impact that the station has on children’s , parents/caregivers and 

health service providers.    

 

 The finding of the internal reaserch conducted by RX Radio  (listeners groups) as well as the 
external research (Stellenbosch University)  is being utilised to inform RX Radio’s content 

and develop shows and features that reflect what our listeners, specifically children and 

their parents, want to hear.  

 

Partnerships 

 RX Radio continues to invest in developing partnerships. These partnerships assist the 
station in sourcing content and developing synergies that support our operations. 

 

RX Hospital buy-in and support 

 The support from different stakeholders within the Hospital community is growing and has 

helped us immensely with regards to spreading awareness about RX Radio.  

 

Social Media 

 Since the last report, RX Radio social media platforms continues to grow monthly. Our 
website has been expanded and the new RX Radio app has received lots of praise. All of this 

is helping to expand our footprint, develop awareness and grow our social media following. 

 

Outreach Programme with the Western Cape Health Department 

We have discussed the outreach programme above in this report. The support of the 
department for RX Radio to reach five new hospitals in the Western Cape is invaluable and 
endorses, validates and gives credibility to the initiative. 

 
Sustainability 
As previously discuss we have managed to raise R 7 425 059 for the next three years. The 
budget for this three-year period (2019 to 2021) is R11 616 808. We are confident that we will 
be able to raise the shortfall. 
 

Factors that weaken the implementation of the programme: 

Limited Resources 

Scarce resources, including financial, human, technical, and office and training spaces continue 

to be a challenge for the implementation and growth of the project.  

Fundraising 

We have been successful in securing from two donors a portion of the funds that we need to run 

the Radio Station for the next three years (2019 to 2021). This is excellent. We have the money 

to cover our full budget for 2019 but we still need to raise a portion of our budget (25%) for 

2020 and 70% of the budget for year three (2021).  

We will continue applying to donors and we are in the process of approaching corporates to 

secure sponsorships for our shows and features as well as for the overall running of the station. 

The RX Radio Music Festival that the Child/Young Reporters are planning with the support of 

the RX Radio staff will be a great opportunity to raise more funds 
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Financial sustainability will continue to be an ongoing challenge for the running of the station 

and the team will have to work very hard to raise the necessary funds. This is a common reality 

for not-for-profit organizations, however, we do feel positive that we will be successful in our 

fundraising efforts. 

Human Resources 

We have grown rapidly in the last six months and this growth impacts greatly on the workload 

of the RX Radio staff. Time constraints and a small team can mean that some tasks get pushed 

back and delayed depending on the level of importance and urgency. Team members’ 

commitment and dedication is remarkable, but the long hours and the weekend work will not 

be sustainable in the long term.   

We are addressing this problem by appointing two interns and a full-time producer that will be 

starting in January 2019. We are also increasing the part-time position of the project officer 

from 30 hours to a full-time position of 40 hours. This will be a great help, however the growth 

of the project will continue to create a challenge for the personnel power that we need to 

implement the operations.   

When many children attend a Saturday live broadcast at one time, it can be a bit overwhelming 

for the RX Radio team to keep them all busy and looking after them, while also running the 

individual shows at the same time. Ideally we should have volunteers that will help to play and 

look after the children. We have spoken to the Friends of the Hospital Association and we hope 

that they  woud be able to help us next year. 

Equipment  

Having overworked basic equipment in the studio can at times be a hindrance and can 

compromise the quality of the broadcast. We will be doing a few technical upgrades next year 

that will address some of the problems we are experiencing. 

 

Office space 

We have managed to secure an office space on the F-floor that we are using for storage space 

and as a working station. As a work station it is not ideal because it is far from our production 

office and studio. The other problem is that we do not know for how long we will be able to use 

it.  

Our existing office has 4 working stations and currently we have 7 people working from it. In 

January 2019, the number of people will increase to 9 or 10. We will continue to engage with 

Hospital Management to access office space that is nearby to the studio and production office. 

Transport 

The lack of access to transport continues to be an ongoing challenge and often hinders 
children’s participation in the RX Radio Basic Training. 
RX Radio does provide transport money, but some of the children that live far or are disabled do 
not have access to transport, thus making them unable to attend the training.  
Initially RX Radio was assisted by HealthNet. However, due to their workload and patients 
coming to RXH for health-related matters being their main priority, they often cannot help us.  
 
Children’s attendance and availability 

This was mentioned in our last report and continues to be a limitation.  

Working with chronically ill children means not having a guaranteed attendance to the activities 

of the station, as often they are not feeling well and it’s not easy for them to get to the station.  

All the children that we are working with also attend school and are busy with extra mural 
activities. That is why most of our training occurs during the school holidays or weekends. 
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The only time that our Child/Young Reporters can prerecord their shows or broadcast their live 
shows is after school hours or during weekends.  

Availability and attendance will always be a challenge that affects the RX Radio programme 
schedule. We need to be flexible and realistic, and work within this constraint.  

Access to RX Radio through the Hospital TV Network and through the internet. 

Access to RX Radio continues to be a challenge. Often, parents/caregivers and healthcare 
workers switch the hospital TVs from RX Radio to soap operas, sports or other programmes. It 
is not easy for the children to have control of the TV remote control at the wards and decide on 
what they want to see. The need to compete with the other TV channels, catering for adults, to 
reach our audience is a big problem.  
Internet data is very expensive and most of the children and families cannot access the internet. 
The hospital does not provide free access to internet so even those children that have smart 
phones or tablets cannot access RX Radio through the app. 

From January 2019, we will be exploring with service providers, such as Vodacom and Rain, to 
have zero-rated access to internet for listeners of RX Radio. 

RX Radio is also working with the RXWMCH Communication Officer to develop an information 
package that will be distributed to all children and parents/caregivers at the time of admission 
to the hospital. The info package will provide essential information for the families of the 
services provided by the hospital and the organizations working in it. RX Radio broadcasting 
time, TV channels and programme schedule will appear in this package.  

9. Meaningful change stories 
The following brief stories about some of our Child/Youth Reporters are based on RX Radio 

Staff observations, as well as comments from the children participating in the radio activities, 

and their parents/caregivers.  

These stories talk to the changes in life skills and behaviour of these children, such as the way 

they communicate, level of assertiveness, level of participation and trust, team spirit, self-

reliance, listening and talking skills amongst others. All these changes are attributed to the 

children’s and family participation in RX Radio activities such as training workshops, events, 

and radio programme productions. 

RX Radio Team 

 Anelisa completed her RX Radio Basic Training in July 2018. For her radio diary, she 
shared the story of her diagnoses of Appendicitis. In her story she mentioned that there 
was a lack of support and trust in her household. Her condition was questioned by her 
parent, up until her symptoms became unbearable. She was eventually brought to Red 
Cross Hospital, where she was diagnosed and treated. While telling this story, she broke 
down in tears as she relived the experience of physical and emotional pain. Because of 
the sensitivity of her diary, we decided to view the diary separately from the certificate 
event and invited her and her mother to listen to the material. This created an 
opportunity for the mother to reflect on her behaviour. This led to a window of 
communication between mother and daughter. It was a very special moment.  The 
mother asked her daughter for forgiveness for not listening to her complains.  This also 
enabled Anelisa to attain a level of bravery and assertiveness that she didn’t have prior 
to this event.  
 

 The younger Child Reporters, such as Lindo, Yahya, Nuroonnisha, and Thaakirah, 
have all improved tremendously with the reading of the news during live broadcasts. 
The actual reading part is most likely attributed to school, however, the delivery of the 
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news, as well as their confidence, seems to have come from their desire to learn at RX 
Radio and through the news writing process during the live broadcasts. Even Imaad, 
who is unable to read, is eager to learn the news off-by-heart and present it live on air. 
 

 Qaqamba’s commitment to further her studies inspires us. Applying to relevant 
institutions, organizing financial assistance and galvanizing those close to her to rally 
behind her mission has been remarkable. Also hearing her for the first time disclosing 
how she is living on borrowed time has in turn made her push against all odds. This 
made us realize the importance of giving your all in anything you do. 
 

 When working on the procedural pain podcast, Yolie met a girl who had a kidney 
transplant in 2016 and her kidney was leaking protein. When Yolie was explaining to 
her about the work we do in the hospital and what the project is about she was happy 
and jovial. Once Yolie started to record her about her journey with pain, she fell apart. 
Siyamthanda, definitely had a cathartic moment after a long time of bottling up her 
emotions about the pain she endured in hospital. Therefore, radio can play a therapeutic 
role for people and it can be a useful communication channel that is desperately needed 
by patients.   
 

 It has really been impressive to see the growth of the reporters, particularly the 5 
candidates who were interviewed for the two positions to become directors on the RX 
Radio board. They showed tremendous ambition wanting to be involved and did very 
well in answering questions. It made one feel that there is truly a sense of ownership 
with the reporters and they are ready to take on more responsibilities at the station. 
 

 It has been amazing to see the enthusiasm and willingness to help from someone like 
Will O’ Carrol. He had only completed his training in July but by the next training, he 
wanted to get involved in facilitation of the next group of reporters. He was very 
involved in the workshop activities and contributed positively to the debriefing 
feedback sessions after each workshop. 

Parents/Caregivers 

 Nuraan Gopaul – Imaad Gopaul’s mom 

“My name is Nuraan Gopaul, mom of Imaad Gopaul. RX Radio has impacted Imaad's life 

where he has become much more confident. He has also become much more independent 

because at first, when he started the first training, he wouldn’t stay at RX Radio alone. He 

has grown as a reporter and grown as an individual whereby he's excited to come to RX 

Radio and he doesn’t mind coming by himself. It has taught him a lot about his condition as 

well. With the radio diaries, he learnt a lot about his condition that he didn't know, and I 

learnt a lot. He also speaks about his condition more openly than he did before. So, in a 

nutshell, RX Radio has helped Imaad with his confidence and it also helped our family 

understand his condition. His radio diary was a really good gesture, it helped strangers 

understand his condition as well. Which was important to him because when people ask 

him about it, he's a bit confused or he doesn’t understand much – so it has impacted our 

family by understanding more after the training. Like I said all in all his confidence has 

been boosted completely. I feel he's much more mature because also the fact that he's with 

older children at the radio station. Also, because he has a heart condition, he can't play 

sports so he's not interacting with children after school and this is a good extramural 

because he couldn’t understand why he couldn’t do soccer or swimming or cricket, all the 

other sports the other kids are doing at his school. It has helped him communicate 
differently with kids and adults, because you guys are there. He can also keep a 

conversation now, he's always been talkative but now even more so. He was very 
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withdrawn at first but now he's open to talk to people outside of the house. It has grown 

him, our family and me as well. It has helped me let go a bit because dropping him here has 

been a big adjustment, but I adjusted, and this has taught him responsibility to keep his 

word. When he says he will come here he must keep his word. It helped him understand if 

you commit to something you need to maintain your commitment.” 

 Saadiqah Daniels – Saadiq Daniels’ mom 

“Hi, my name is Saadiqah Daniels, I'm the mother of Saadiq. RX Radio has a very positive 
impact on Saadiq and the family. He became more confident. He socialises more with 
friends, it just brings the positivity out of him. RX Radio it's an excellent way of introducing 
children to the media and to stay in contact with kids that are sick in the hospital. Even the 
staff of RX Radio, they are excellent with our kids. Saadiq is looking forward to coming to 
the radio station like every week. So, yes I think it is very, very good idea. The children get 
in contact with celebrities and the interaction is amazing.” 

 
 Iris Busakwe – Simthandile & Luthando’s granny 

“Hello, my name is Iris Busakwe, I am the grandmother of Simthandile and Luthando. RX 

Radio has done a lot of impact on my grandchildren. I met the radio through Simthandile 

because he is one of the Red Cross patients through an accident he had in 2016.  

RX Radio has done very good for us because Simthandile, after the accident, he could no 

longer do sports. When I met RX Radio, I was actually looking for a place where he can 

learn music because he can’t do any kind of sports. So, I met the radio and it has done a 

great impact, happiness in the whole family. RX Radio is helping a lot of kids, children they 

are confident now because there's this radio giving them this opportunity to be somebody, 

a celebrity actually. Simthandile is calling himself a celebrity in Khayelitsha. So, everybody 

is interested in our family – in Eastern Cape and Joburg – because he's telling everyone he 

is a celebrity at the Radio RX.” 

 

Saturday Live Broadcasts at RX Radio, Child /Young reporters’ perspectives 

Every second and last Saturday of the month, RX Radio has a live broadcast – a time where Child 

and Young Reporters host their own shows, conduct important interviews, and write and read 

the News Reports. Every Saturday is a little bit different, but the atmosphere and the energy is 

always the same. The following are quotes from some of the reporters: 

 

Zaahra: “On Saturdays, we have shows from 09:00 till 15:00 and my show is Zaahra's Kitchen – 

from 14:00 till 15:00. When I come here, people are having shows about different things and I go 

over my script for my show about food. I feel awesome being here because I get to share my stories 

and because I get to talk about my favourite thing, which is food.” 

Jesse: “What we actually do on Saturdays, we do interviews with many people – for example, if 

you're doing a show about cooking, then you interview chefs and cooks. I don't have my own show 

yet – I'm still planning it – but sometimes, if a presenter cannot come in (for instance Talitha), then 

I take over for the interviews or I help them out. The atmosphere here is very playful, joyful, and 

you meet new people – it’s very exciting actually.” 

Luzuko: “I come here every Saturday for a live broadcast to read news, sports, traffic, and any 

interviews that I have ahead. Every Saturday is a great vibe – I always feel excited.” 

Amirah: “I have a show here at RX Radio, Amirah's Hot Playlist. So when I get to RX Radio in the 

morning, it's usually early so I can help out, then I would help out with the News or the Weather or 

Sports, or I would help other children practice what they need to say and then I'll practice my own 
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script and the questions for my interviews. During my show, I interview musicians and people from 

the hospital about their experiences. When I'm here at RX Radio, I feel free because I can actually 

do something I love the most, which is to talk - and I also get to play the music that I listen to every 

single day. I also enjoy getting to meet new people and then make new friends.” 

Mujie: “It's amazing being here on Saturdays because the comradery amongst one another and 

the presenters is just outstanding because it's like more people are cheering you up and willing to 

help you when they can.” 

Children/young Reporters 

 Cole Macleod – RX Radio Reporter 
“RX Radio means good to me. First, I wasn’t a talker, I never talked to the doctors. But now 
I do because of radio, RX Radio.” 

 
 Zaahra Isaacs- RX Radio Reporter 

“To me RX radio means we are a big family and it's very important to me and I like it here. 
I've always been talkative, but RX Radio just made me more confident and it took my fears 
away of sharing my story.” 

 
 Hakeem Barends – RX Radio Reporter & Apprentice  

“RX Radio means so much to me because this is a platform for myself in which I can express 
myself and I like to spend time here. I'll even call them my family. The impact was obviously 
in a positive way. It boosted my confidence and gave me new skills. It has had a good 
impact on my family as well especially since I’m an apprentice. There's a new career field 
open for me, my dad sees new prospects of taking journalism up.” 

 

 Kanyo:  

“Hi, my name is Kanyo, I'm in Grade 5. RX Radio has helped me to feel impressed with 
myself and my self-esteem. Thank you.” 

 

Appendixes 
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B. RX Radio stats  

 

 

 

 


